Astor Markhor
Flare-horned markhor (Capra falconeri falconeri) is a subspecies of the Markhor,
native to Kashmir and northern Pakistan
The habitat of these animals is in the Gilgit, Skardu and Astor regions of Northern
Pakistan in the valleys which branch off from the River Indus. In comparison with the
Kashmir, their horns curves are wider. Like the Kashmir, the Astor is in the flare
horned Markhor category. It is possible to hunt the Himalayan Ibex and the Markhor
in combination.Found in Jutiyal ,Kargah,Dashkin,Bunji areas of Gilgit and Baltistan
Astor.
Itinearay
Day 01 Arrival/Islamabad to Gilgit
Arrival at Islamabad International Airport International flights arrive normally arrive
after midnight after meeting at the international arrivals we shall have breakfast at
the restaurant in the airport while waiting for our domestic flight to Gilgit. After
Breakfast we shall check in for domestic departure it is a 1hr flight to Gilgit. Upon
arrival at Gilgit we can continue to the Field.
Day 2) Scout/hunt
Day 3) Scout/hunt
Day 4) Scout/hunt
Day 5) Scout/hunt
Day 6) Scout/hunt
Day 7) Scout/hunt Field / village and continue to Gilgit (overnight)
Day 8) Gilgit – Islamabad Catch the morning flight to from Giglit to Islamabad.
(Overnight)
Day 9) Drop at Airport for international flight.
Kashmir Markhor
(Capra falconeri cashmiriensis)
The animals are particularly magnificent with their long hair, specially a long bib and
flare horns. These animals are distributed along the Chitral Valley in the
northwestern mountains of the Hindu Kush. In this region, they can be hunted within
the scope of 3 separate local conservation programs. And covered with oak forests
which are green all the year round.One Permit Each year is given for Kaigah Nala.
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Itinearay
Day 01 Arrival/Islamabad to Chitral
Arrival at Islamabad International Airport International flights arrive normally arrive
after midnight after meeting at the international arrivals we shall have breakfast at
the restaurant in the airport while waiting for our domestic flight to Chitral. After
Breakfast we shall check in for domestic departure it is a 1hr flight to Gilgit. Upon
arrival at Gilgit we can continue to the Field.
Day 2) Scout/hunt
Day 3) Scout/hunt
Day 4) Scout/hunt
Day 5) Scout/hunt
Day 6) Scout/hunt
Day 7) Scout/hunt Field / village and continue to Main Chitral City (overnight)
Day 8) Chitral – Islamabad Catch the morning flight to Islamabad. (Overnight)
Day 9) Drop at Airport for international flight.
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